2005 freestyle transmission

I bought a Ford Freestyle with miles on it. It was making a helicopter type noise and mechanic
said it was the transmission going to fail. He was right, 3 months later my wife was on the
highway and the wrench light came on and the car stopped moving. Had it towed to my garage
and found out transmission went bad completely. It had metal shavings in the pan filter. Got our
income tax and bought a new transmission from a parts dealer for dollars, plus new filters for
pan, trans lines and cartridge filter installed trans and added the proper amount of cvt fluid at 10
dollars a quart. Within miles the new trans started to slip in drive on inclines and wrench light
and check trans message will come on. Called Ford dealer for some information and could not
get any answers as to what I need to do to fix this problem. As a mechanic for 37 years working
on all makes and models of vehicles, this is the worst vehicle I have ever tried to repair. I am
very upset with the Freestyle as there is no replacement parts available to repair the
transmission to not fail. Ford should recall and repair all Freestyles, Ford , and Mercury
Montigos, as they all run the cvt transaxle and all fail with no warning. In the fall of while driving
the check transmission light would begin to randomly appear along with the "wrench light. The
only was to correct the issue was to turn the car off and back on again. The issue was occurring
sporadically at this point so it was undiagnosable when I brought it into the shop. I did have the
transmission fluid changed and the car ran well for another year the light still came on
occasionally but it was always correctable by restarting the car. One year later, in the fall of with
approximately , miles on it, the lights came back on while the vehicle was idling. At this point it
jolted forward and restarting it did not correct the issue right away. It took 5 or 6 times of
restarting to get it to run correctly again and get it home. By the next morning it was fine but a
few weeks later the lights came on again and the car failed to shift or accelerate over a few mph.
Now the issue occurs as soon as the vehicle comes to it's first complete stop and sits for a
couple seconds. The codes the transmission is giving off all indicate issues with the control
module but it is unclear if anyone is able to fix the just a control module in a CVT. Another
transmission failure in the long list. Just terrible that Ford did nothing to help the consumer. I
loved this car for its multi uses but now it's in the garage dead. I can't afford to fix this issue.
Not worth it. Until I can save for a new car I'm the proud borrower of a Ford Escape. It's rusting
and guess what Ford ignored that manufacturing defect as well. I cannot understand how the
government can force a car maker to recall vehicles with bad trunk latches and not force the
replacement of these terrible transmissions. These cannot be repaired. Ford abandoned the
transmission and the Freestyle, can not get any transmissions or parts from Ford, only junk
yards and rebuilt transmissions. There are class-action lawsuits filed about this issue. Out of
the blue total failure. Metal filings found through out. Replaced CVT, cooler. Have 2 months left
on that warranty. I could not believe that at 85, miles I would need to replace my transmission.
We were told by our mechanic that it wasn't a question of how but when the Freestyle
transmission would fault.. I will never purchase another Ford car. Their blatant disregard for this
issue which they new about when making the cars transmission leaves a bad taste in my mouth.
While on the way home from vacation with not even 50 miles left to get home, we stopped at a
red light and had the transmission completely fail. We were unable to get the car to move
forward or backwards enough to even get off the road and into a safe place. Thank goodness it
was 4 am and no one was on the road. After having it towed the rest of the way home, we called
every shop in the area to only find two that would even work on the transmission. I love my car
and never had any issues with the vehicle before this and always kept up with the normal
maintenance. Since the transmission went out in October the Freestyle has spent more time in
the shop than in my possession. And yes, I had it back for a short time before it went right back
to the shop. To this day it is still in the shop and they are trying to figure out what is going on
with it. Ford needs to take ownership of this problem and deal with it!!!!! Ford knows there is an
issue with this transmission yet they don't offer parts and the whole transmission has to be
replaced. Only owned the car for a week when the transmission went out. I'll never buy a Ford
again. Bought the car last year with 70k miles. I was on a Thanksgiving vacation with my family,
and, while driving back to our hotel, the car stopped. It would not go forward or in reverse. We
were in our 5th day of 7 and had to rent a car for the balance. We had it towed back home over
miles. We had it towed back home from the dealership and it now sits in our driveway where it
looks goodmotor runs but no balls. Ford has refused to accept responsibility for the
transmission which they know to be defective and can't be repaired. For a company that
continually talks about customer support and loyalty it seems to work only one waythey want
us to be loyal. I want some help from Ford in repairing this transmission. I see that they have
given some assistance to owners of the same year car, the Ford Freestar with the same
transmission. I could say all kinds of expletives in this message but that is not me. I just want
some fairness. The CVT transmission is prone to failure and finding someone to fix it is
something else. I learned that these transmissions are notorious for failing the repair shop

called it "grenading". When they crash they are totally destroyed and parts are difficult to find
and very expensive. It would have been 6K to 8K at a Ford dealer. Without the transmission the
car is only of value for parts. Had to fix it. They only make them 3 years then Ford bailed out of
this product. The 6 speed may fail, but at least you can find someone to fix it. The extended
warranty company tried to fix but could not so they gave me one from a totaled ford freestyle
resulting from a collision. I have a Ford Freestyle that has been a great car. I recently put
several hundred dollars in the front end for maintenance, normal wear and tear you would
expect after , miles, but shortly after that, my transmission started making a loud roaring sound
and after taking it to my repair man, I was informed the transmission was going out and there
was no fix but to replace it. Then I got the painful estimate to fix it of anywhere from This
transmission is not rebuildable according to the mechanics I spoke to. There is nothing else
wrong with my car, that I am still paying on, by the way I am now stuck without a vehicle and no
way to get another one. Vehicle running fine, all of a sudden loss of power. Check transmission
light came on. Shut off engine and restarted vehicle. No power forward or reverse. Taken to
Ford Dealership. Ran it on scope. Labour thus far 8 hours with no solution. Transmission filters
checked and are fine. Fluid fine. Service tech indicates he has asked Ford web board for
assistance as he cannot find the problem. Ford has numberous complaints about this
transmission, but is doing nothing to correct the problem or admit to a problem. The CVT
transmission appears to be a defective design engineered solution, showing lack of quality
engineering and concern for the safety and satification of the customer. I used to think of Ford
as making a quality automobiles and trucks,but no more. Ford should be ashame of themselves
for not taking responsibility for this transmission problem. My Ford will not GO! What a great
line for Utube. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replaced
transmission 15 reports not sure 9 reports rebuild transmission 2 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful
websites No one has added a helpful site for this Freestyle problem yet. Be the first! Find a
good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Comment
Disabled Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July in Ford. If you have a shift question or a problem with your
Freestyle transmission, get advice here. Steve, Host. July I had a Five Hundred in for a CVT
repair, we had to do a complete teardown to properly diagnose the problem, after which we
were not able to get the parts for the customer for nearly six weeks It is typically up to the
service writers to keep the customer happy and at times tell them what ever it is they need to
haer to maintain Ford's image and the dealerships as a representative of Ford. I seriously doubt
they sent a broken part 5 times. It sounds more like a poor attempt by the service writer to
pacify the customer to cover up a completely different issue. I know for a fact there was a
severe lack of training on the CVT's but it is up to Ford to provide the training for the mechanics
and the dealership to send them. They recently had a big push to get all the transmission techs
to the CVT school. These classes are not taught on premises and are typically hours away for
the techs. It is also time lost when the tech is away in school for other repairs. It's not always
just as easy as some may think from within the dealship. I am a CVT certified transmission
technician now, but I wasn't on the first one we had to do. I was able to repair it properly but I
am a very competent technician. We are obligated repair the vehicle for the customer, what
would you suggest, that we turn the customer away and send them to the next Ford dealeship
50 miles away which is probably in the same situation? As a fellow Ford tech I am in full
agreement with sbx The Freestyle is a great product but the factory support can sometimes be
alot to be desired. There have been times when a trans replacement is the only proper repair
only to be scrutinized by someone at Ford that really doesn't know the inner workings of that
trans. They are only doing their jobs by keeping costs down but actually cause more trouble by
not allowing us techs to do what is right. Ford is not as rich as they used to be so they are
watching everything very closely. The other problem is there just aren't many rebuilt
transmissions available for the Freestyle. I personally don't see nearly the troubles on the
Freestyle as I have in past new vehicles that Ford has brought out. Mine is ordered right now if I
can unload my Explorer! If Ford would only get the word out on this product there would be alot
more Freestyles out there. WOW, your a Ford mechanic and you have given up on Ford. A
previous posting of yours said, "feel your pain, we just traded our FS in on a used Suburban.
We had started the process for the buyback with the BBB but Ford flat out said they would send
it to another dealer to have it repaired before they bought it back Would they not let you repair
your own FS since you are a certified CVT technician, or could you not even fix it? I just thought

if it was a loud bearing, that you could have fixed it. That's a good point that you bring up and I
will be more than happy to discuss. We paid cash for the Freestyle, meaning we owned it good
or bad At 5, miles we began to have problems with the engine as stated above, at 10, miles the
transmission started to make the noise I described which I noticed before my wife. At this time
we also noticed the paint beginning to wear away in the locations I had described earlier. As a
mechanic I know exactly how to fix the transmission, that was never an issue. I worked directly
with Ford's Field Service Engineer's to try to correct the engine problem with no luck. It's not
like I'm just some shade tree guy turning wrenches Explain to my wife however that her brand
new car not only needs a transmission overhaul, an engine problem that we can't isolate with
even Ford's best engineers but a new paint job down the side of her vehicle after just one winter
season here. She lost all of her confidence in that vehicle being a reliable means of
transportation for her and our kids. My family comes first and I am looking out for my wifes best
interest regardless of how minor Ford my deem my problems with my vehicle. The paint erosion
is that bad. That was my primary complaint , not the mechanical side. I held off on doing the
other repairs until they FORD made a decision on the paint issue. We had no intention of
keeping the vehicle if they were not going to stand behind it. I am not about to rip the
transmission out of ours just to let it sit for the next six weeks and wait on parts. Once you tear
it out of the vehicle the customer, i. Just because I work for Ford it does not mean that I am
obligated to be a happy customer Great information. Thanks for the reply! Without any
hesitation he said apologized and said he will be contacting Ford about a buyback on our
behalf. We just heard from him again today and he confirm that the paperwork should be
coming through by Friday. It has been 35 days since we dropped off our car and it looks like it
will be finally over. Good luck to others who are having issues. The CVT is causing Ford
problems because dealers are not up to speed on them and parts are not available. Good news
everybody! After all kind of weird things with my car I averaged The CVT is defective, but runs.
At the slightest touch of the accelerator pedal the car jolts into motion and feels zippy. I filled
the tank and headed off to Big Bear Lake. The road goes uphill and it is very twisty. I could
barely keep up with my wife in this Accord. I watched my FS going into turns very fast and
barely tilt while the Accord, at the same speed, complained and threatened to go off the road!!!
At one point after a quick stop I watched my FS going away while the accord struggled at 6. At
the end of the climb my wife looked like a happy kid at the end of rollercoaster ride. She said "this car is glued to the road! And I barely touched the accelerator". At the end of the downhill
trip the combined MPG was I called the dealership and they said that the buy back process has
begun. It looks like they are going to buy back to avoid a law suit. In the sunny California there
is no arbitration process. They said it is going to take about 2 months, at which point they'll give
me a That is very sad news. Nissan is expanding their CVT models and advertising which is
creating a greater awareness of the benefits of the CVT transmission. Ford should also be doing
this rather than jumping ship. I find it a dumb move by Ford that just as awareness of the CVT is
gaining momentum with the general public they decide to drop it. They really need to re-think
the closing of the Batavia transmission plant. It seems they are tripping over dollars to save
pennies. Definitely sad news. I considered purchasing a new FS to replace my Explorer, but
decided not to make the purchase because I had read about the plant closing. I didn't want to
buy a car and run into problems getting parts. BTW, second Explorer and no problems. I'll turn
60k in a couple of weeks. I wanted to FS because I do a lot of kayaking and frankly, tired of
lifting boats onto a higher roof line. Nasser was shown the door in Oct. The CVT he was
responsible for developing didn't actually make it into any vehicles here in America until the fall
of "04 when it appeared in the Freestyle and Ford Despite it's technical superiority over a
conventional automatic transmission, it's future was sealed by it's cost of production. It's a
luxury item that Ford simply cannot afford any longer. The new 6-speed trany that was
co-developed by Ford and GM is going to be the future at Ford for the forseeable future. I'm sure
we'll see it in the '08 Freestyle. None of this takes anything away from the CVT itself. It's a
wondrous transmission in my book.. August Multiple manufacturing delays caused the project
to be delayed they originally intended to ship there first CVT in The problem with the CVT is as
engines produce more HP and torque primarily torque that is where the problems arise. At
present the 3. The 3. The current CVT can not handle an increase in torque and is made to
operate under lbs. Does that mean Ford can't make a CVT to handle the torque, from what I have
read yes they can, but that brings on a whole slew of other considerations including additional
expense, weight, the current CVT weighs about 7 lbs. Ford has had some problems with the
CVT and from what I have read they believe their new 6 speed Auto tranny joint venture with GM
is the way forward. The Nissan Murano is probably one of the better known CVT operated but it
also is not without problems. You said that the CVT was made in the U. I'm wandering why my
parts content information sheet on my 05 stated that the transmission was made in Germany. It

also noted that part contents does not include final assembly. Are the 06 CVT's made in the U.
Some of it's parts, however, come from Germany. The stainless steel belt by far the most
expensive single part comes from Germany. But it's made in the Buckeye state. We recently
bought a brand new 05 Freestyle. Soon after, the "wrench light" indicating a problem with the
transmission started coming on sporadically. When it comes on, you get no acceleration. We
have taken it back to the dealership 4 times, each time they say it's fixed, but each time the
same thing happens. They even tried to blame it on a cell phone or garage door opener signal
interfering with the car's computer. Has anyone else experienced this problem? The light has
come on a number of times on my Usually when accelerating moderately hard to merge.
Sometimes you get a lurch from the car. Only once at a stop light did I get a momentary loss of
acceleration. Light does not come back on after I restart the car. They diagnosed it after 2nd
visit as a faulty mechatronic unit code , if that means anything. It is being replaced next week.
Of course, I have no way of knowing if that is true. Get rid of it! I f they had four times to fix it
and the problem it's still there, then your car is a lemon. Also the problem seems to be a bad oil
pump in the transmission. To be properly diagnosed they have to have it when it does not work.
September My dealer said ford is still going to be using the cvt in the freestyle. DOes he know
what he is talking about. Wanna have some fun then? Why don't you ask your dealer where
Ford is going to get the CVT tranny's from after they shut down the factory that makes them
next year. Dealerships are clueless about this sort of thing. All they know for sure is that they
have a lot of product on the lot and they'll say absolutely anything in order to move it.
November My fwd sel Freestyle has 40, miles on it. Last Thursday I was driving and the "Check
Transmission" message and light came on. The car stopped. I ran the systems check with
engine and check light still on. I receievd a "Transmission OK" result. I called the dealership
and spoke to the service agent. They advised to drive the car to the dealership. I turned the car
off, then re-started it. No error messages on the systems check and the check transmission
light did not come on. I drove about 50 yards, the car started jerking and then stalled. I had to
have the car towed well carried on a truck to the dealership. They called me the next day and
said the transmission is "toast", to use their term. However they also said Ford want to tear
down the transmission to find out why it failed. Of course my 36, mile warranty is out, however I
do not see why a sealed unit transmission should fail after 40, miles when the systems check
says it is still fine. I foresee a lot of shouting about take place in order that I get the
transmission replaced. That's another reason why you shouldn't perform unnecessary
maintenance on a component. The CVT fluid should be changed at 60, miles according to the
maintenance manual, but dealers will always try to get you to come in early. Maybe some
inexperienced tech and what tech has experience with a CVT?? Ford is not going to use the
CVT anymore due to the fact that it is only capable of handling up to hp. The new 3. And why
should a CVT care about hp? All a transmission really cares about is how much torque is being
applied. Horsepower is simply a term used to sell cars. Sorry, it's lb. The new motor is at lb.
That's dangerously close to the lb. If ZF-Batavia goes back to the drawing board, I'm sure they
could come up with a design that is capable of handling more torque, but it won't be as cheap to
manufacture as the 6-speed automatic. Ford CVT :P. What new engine? You're kind of jumpin'
the gun there a little bit aren't you bobw3? Nobody from Ford has ever said anything about
putting the 3. Maybe it will come back. I hope so, I love the CVT. Agreed about unnecessary
maintenance. In addition, it is possible that the dealer put in the wrong fluid. Early on in these
Forums, people saw red fluid on the garage floor, and assumed the transmission had a problem.
The CVT fluid is blue-green. But I don't think they want to do that. First, the engine would be
putting out less than it is capable of, and second, I think Ford wants to standardize on the 6
speed. The Freestyle is going to be gone in a couple of years anyway. The current plan is to
replace the Freestyle and the Freestar with the D Fairlane. Because of their dire financial straits,
the will probably push that transmission on most of their vehicles. Development and production
costs were very low on that transmission due to the partnership with GM. Not that TCC is a
great source Freestyle , but there has been alot of speculation that the Freestyle would go out in
style with the 3. When the 3. The competition, even Mazda, is offering more room, more power,
and better styling also more expensive though. My guess is that when the D comes out it will
get the 3. Do you work in the Ford Product Planning department or something? I find it amusing
that so many people here claim to know what is going to happen with the Freestyle. They know
when it will be discontinued, when it will get a new engine, when it will get a new transmission,
and what will happen to our beloved CVT. All of these statements are made as if the message
poster was Bill Ford himself. Let me just say this. Even if something leaked from Ford about
certain plans, with the dire financial straights they are in plans can and likely will change as
time goes on. Ford has a new CEO, and just because 6 months ago a leak mentioned that the
CVT will be gone not saying this happened, just an example , there is nothing to prevent Ford

from changing course. So may I request that unless there is some sort of official announcement
from Ford, please made certain that you mention your source or say it is your opinion about any
statements you make about the future of the Freestyle. The most current edition of Motor Trend
is stating that the Ford D and the Lincoln D will come in and run parallel with the Freestyle for 1
year. Then the Freestyle will be discontinued. The current CVT is not capable see link in
previous post of handling higher levels of torque. The biggest criticism of the Freestyle, other
than styling, is that it does not have enough power. Ford is using the 3. Unless they start
working on a new CVT design, the current CVT will be reduced to smaller applications, probably
4-cyl or small V6 less than 3. Oh, I bet most of these posts are times as accurate as a French
doping lab's paperwork on Tour de France winners. But if it's on the Internet, it must be true.
They are going to shut the plant that makes the CVT. Where are the new ones going to come
from? The future of the Freestyle may be in question, but the CVT will be gone. Too bad, I like it.
I like it too, but if they use the 6spd auto that get's at least the same MPG and keeps the RPMs
low on the highway then I'd be satisfied. On the positive side, it would have quicker
acceleration, more towing, and more mechanics would be familiar with the technology. You are
right about the Edge being heavier, but it is not by lbs and the motor itself is not really much
heavier than the 3. The FWD Edge weighs in at lbs. The engine was created to be a direct
replacement for the 3. I hope the don't make the D too much heavier than the Edge. Update on
my busted transmission. Took Ford Dearship 2 days to remove the transmission. CAnnot give
me any cause or reason why the transmission failed and yet the systems check still says
"transmission OK". Ford hasn't published the Edge specs on their website, but a review I saw
indicated the Edge AWD at pounds the weight was
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their biggest complaint on the vehicle. So that's lbs heavier for the Edge. But I stand by my
statement about MPG. Often a larger engine will get similar or better MPG than a smaller engine.
Was that review in Motor Trend, perhaps? I think the typo-ed when they release the article. I
think there is a mpg "sweet spot" where smaller engines are overcome by the weight of the
vehicle and start to get less gas mileage. If an engine is to large for the vehicle, you'll get less
mpg, and it won't be giving you too many advantages either, other than making the vehicle
faster. What is the MPG difference at city speeds? Cruising along the highway doesn't require
much power for any engine, and if the gearing is different, then you'll get different MPG too. It
funny how in my Freestyle I'll get 26mpg on the highway, while some mid sized sedans that are
a lot smaller can't even get that, but I guess there's a lot of more variables affecting MPG other
than engine size. Sign In or Register to comment.

